Dear Members,
On December 17, starting at 9:30am, there will be a Clinic at Hersey HS in Arlington Heights.
Multiple activities will be going on as follows:
1. Judges-Directors Review of 2018 WGI Rules and Philosophy led by WGI Movement Caption Head
Michael Turner.
Open to ALL MWCGC Directors and Instructors.
It will include review of score sheets and vocabulary for all Classes.
Please if you have not recently reviewed your Class score sheets, take a little time to do so and refresh
yourself on the vocabulary and concepts to help prepare you for the session.
Michael is very comfortable making this as interactive as possible, so don't hesitate to have questions
ready, not only on Movement but any Caption or area you are wondering about.
It is anticipated that this session will end by 12:30p.
A copy of the WGI 2018 Rules is attached in case you did not yet get them or can't find the copy sent. No
excuses, read your rules and sheets and philosophy.
2. New Unit-New Director Q&A.
Starting at 9:30am, Board members will be available to help answer or discuss any questions that
Directors new to the MWCGC may have.
Once your questions are answered, we strongly encourage you to join the Judges-Directors Review in
progress.
3. Break- from 12:30-1:00pm we will not plan anything formal, and we will make Subway or similar
sandwiches available at the expense of the Circuit for those interested.
We will have a sign up sheet for those interested when you arrive.
4. Michael Turner will lead a discussion on creating an integrated movement vocabulary into your entire
program, starting at 1pm.
This is meant to be interactive, and Michael is also available to discuss any other pertinent questions
such as Production values and quality.
The time for this is open ended, though he needs to leave before 5p
This session is aimed primarily at WGI Bound Units but is open to all.
5. SCDT, ICDT, SRA, IRA and SAA units will have an opportunity to discuss their 2018 shows and meet
with local clinicians Alan Buzalski, Eric Hall and Jennifer Leseth by signing onto the link found on the
website.
There are currently 8 time spots that will be made available,starting at 2pm...if demand is greater, we
can try to add more times or try for another session.
If one signs up and is allowed in, there will be a $20 fee, payable even if you chose later not to appear.
You can bring your music, costume and color ideas, effect moments, equipment choices, ANYTHING –
and talk through your show. These experts will be helpful and honest in the crafting of your show.
-Lots here to absorb, please holler if any questions.
Thanks to Kyle Miller and Will Frankenberger for their efforts to pull together this comprehensive set of
sessions including obtaining the local clinicians and the keynote clinician Michael Turner.
Thanks, too, to Sara Reich for the use of Hersey HS.

